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Introduction 

It is weil known that the suspension (Einhiingung) homomorpbism 

E: rr,.(sr)--+rrn+ 1(Y+ 1 ) is isomorshism if n<2r-1 [3] [1].* In recent years, 

G. W. Whitehead bas shawn that the kernel of the suspension homomorphism 

E is the subgroup generated by whitehead product, if n=2r-1 [9, §7]. 

In this paper we shall calculate sorne special whitehead products, and 

indicate sorne non-trivial suspension homomorphisms. For example, in cases 
where n=r+4 (r=2, 4, 5) and n=r+5 (r=2, 4, 5, 6) E is not isomorphic, and also 

we obtain non-zero elements of rr~n+lo (52"+4) and 7r4•>+22 (52"+ 8 ) (n=O, 1, ..... ), 

whose suspension vanish. 

1. Notations 

We shall use the notations analogous to those of G. W. Withehead [9, § 1]. 
Defi ne 

S"= {(.%1, ... , .%n+I)\~ .%~=1}, 

E~= {.xE S"J.x-,.+1>0}, E':.= {.x ES"J.x-,.+1<0}, 

f"={(.%1, ···' .%n)\-1<.x-;<1}, 

Ï"= {(.%!, ... , Xn)\ll (1-xD=1}, 

]~={xE Ï"'+lj Xn+1:::0:0}, ]':.={xE i"+1J Xn+l <O}, 

y*=(l, 0, ... , 0), 0 =(0, ... , 0), 

S" Y S"=S"xy*uy*xS"CS"xS", 

as sub-spaces in the euclidean spaces of suitable dimensions. 

Define the mapping d,. : S" xfl->S"+I as in [9, § 1], which is characterized 

by the following properties : 

d,.maps(S"-y*)x[O, 1) topologically on E~-y*, 

d,. maps (S"- y*) x( -1, 0] topologically on E":..-y*, 

d,.(S"xj1uy*xJl)=y*, and d,.(x, O)=(x, 0). 

We also define the mapping if!n: S"~S" v sn as in [9, § 1], which maps subspaces 

S~-1 ={xE sn j X2 =0} to the point y* x y* and elsewhere topologically preserving 
orientation. 

We denote the point (t.x-1, ... , txn) by tx, where x=( X1, ... , .%n) and t is a 
real number. 

* Numbers in blackets refer to the references cited at the end of the paper. 


